IPS Hessen
ZAV- INTERNATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICES
DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

On behalf of KUFFLER GASTRONOMIE we are looking for

Commis de cuisine
Souschef
16 individual restaurants, airport bars and catering services in the Rhine-Main region are
located, e.g. Gastronomy in the Kurhaus Wiesbaden, Alte Oper Frankfurt Gastronomy and
at Frankfurt Airport
Your profile:


successfully completed apprenticeship as chef / professional diploma as chef



appropriate professional experience depending on the position (Commis/Souschef)



good English skills



German language skills B1



creativity



enjoying teamwork

What can you expect?


performance-oriented salary, depending on your experience



a motivated and well-established team



good development and promotion opportunities in an expanding company



the possibility to let your own creativity flow into the design of the food or the creation of
new dishes



a varied workplace in which you can work independently



if necessary, accommodation in a staff apartment

You are planning your future in Germany and you meet the above-mentioned demands?
Please send us your CV in format EUROPASS ( www.europass-info.de ) together with your
certificates to

ZAV-IPS-Hessen@arbeitsagentur.de
We are looking forward to your application!
ZAV - International Placement Service Hessen, Hainer Weg 44, 60599 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
www.make-it-in-germany.com

IPS Hessen
ZAV- INTERNATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICES
DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

On behalf of KUFFLER GASTRONOMIE
we are looking for

Commis de rang / Demi Chef de rang / Chef de rang
16 individual restaurants, airport bars and catering services in the Rhine-Main region are
located, e.g. Gastronomy in the Kurhaus Wiesbaden, Alte Oper Frankfurt Gastronomy and
at Frankfurt Airport
Your profile:


successfully completed apprenticeship in the hotel and catering business



appropriate professional experience depending on the position



good German and English skills



Professional competence within the food and beverage area



Service-orientated, flexible, attentively

What can you expect?


motivated colleagues and a pleasant working environment



a varied workplace in which you can work independently



good development and promotion opportunities



a performance-related remuneration



if necessary, accommodation in a staff apartment

You are planning your future in Germany and you meet the above-mentioned demands?

Please send us your CV in format EUROPASS ( www.europass-info.de ) together with your
certificates to

ZAV-IPS-Hessen@arbeitsagentur.de
We are looking forward to your application!

ZAV - International Placement Service Hessen, Hainer Weg 44, 60599 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
www.make-it-in-germany.com

